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Microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology turns chemical energy into bioelectricity in a clean and efficient manner, lowering

carbon emissions and increasing bioenergy production. It is a multifaceted technique that has the potential to be a

panacea for clean water scarcity and sustainable, renewable energy.
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1. Introduction

The creation of a sustainable society will necessitate minimizing carbon footprints, which will reduce the amount of

pollution produced and the excessive use of carbon sources. In a specialized area such as wastewater treatment, these

two aspects should be addressed simultaneously. As it stands, the paradigm has shifted from disposing of

wastewater/waste matter to turning its organic matter into electrical energy. METs have now gained popularity as a viable

solution for dealing with this problem. MFCs and MECs are both fundamental disciplines of METs .

An MFC is a process unit that biodegrades complex substrates and produces bioenergy concurrently . This technology

henceforth produces multiple bioenergy products such as bioelectricity, hydrogen, methane, etc. Several rapidly

biodegradable chemicals, such as glucose and acetate, as well as several types of wastewater, including residential,

starching, and paper recycling plant effluent, have been adopted as a source of electrogenes in MFCs . Most may

remove a significant amount of chemical oxygen demand (COD) while also producing power. The United States (US)

space program sparked the growth of MFCs in the 1960s as a way to dispose of garbage during space flights while

simultaneously providing power . MFC technology has been carefully studied, with a focus on current developments,

practical applications, and a future roadmap. Due to their viable novelty and multifaceted approach to generating

bioenergy concurrent to wastewater treatment, MFCs have since been studied immensely. Furthermore, some recent

MFC modifications that used an anoxic cathode enhanced the external voltage at the cathode. Phototrophic MFCs and

solar-powered MFCs are also noteworthy attempts at upscaling MFC technology for electricity generation . MFC

technology provides a flexible way to generate energy while also treating wastewater. MFCs are a renewable energy

technology that can meet the needs for both clean, reliable energy and fresh water. More effort is needed to elevate MFC

technology to a commercial level .

2. Microbial Electrochemical Technologies Blueprint

METs connect bacterial respiratory mechanisms to an electrochemical system . The following portion of this entry

provides an overview of some of the configurations and prospective applications of METs: the MET layout, with its

subsidiary bio-electrochemical systems, MFCs and MECs, is clearly outlined to be a technical bioconversion of

wastewater in the form of complex substrates into bioenergy, either in the form of bio-hydrogen, bioelectricity, etc. The

primary product solely depends on the basic MET operating system objective and methodological approach.

There are numerous potential uses that are more specialized than the two main proposed paths for the industrial

application of microbial electrochemical technologies, MFCs and MECs . To list a few, bio-sensing, biocomputing,

and fundamental studies of microbial metabolism. Because microbial electron transfer enables direct interaction between

biological processes and electrical circuits, MET is helpful for bio-sensing because it can be integrated with conventional

computing systems and produce short response times. Utilizing MET for biocomputing has the same drawback and

furthermore has the ability to incorporate the intricate regulatory apparatus of bacterial cells into the biocomputing circuit

. The microbe–electrode interface is useful in fundamental metabolic research because it enables the direct, real-time

assessment of a population of cells’ respiratory activity, a characteristic not present in any experimental system. New

concepts and applications occasionally surface in the vast and dynamic field of MET research .
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To create chemicals such as hydrogen, methane, ethanol, or hydrogen peroxide, MECs use electrode-respiring

microorganisms . Despite having a similar construction to MFCs, MECs use a resistor or power source to circumvent

thermodynamic restrictions by introducing an external potential into the system. Due to the low cost of fossil fuels, the use

of MFCs to produce energy in the real world is unlikely, but the increased value of MEC products (e.g., methane,

hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide) makes MECs a more promising technology . Biological, chemical, and physical

restrictions that limit MFC scale-up also restrict the development of MECs; therefore, there are still numerous application-

related obstacles to overcome . The cathode’s accumulation of gaseous products, such as hydrogen and methane,

also poses difficulties . MEC technologies are promising, but they are still in the experimental stage, and they need to be

shown to be overall efficient and reliable in the long term before they can be used in real-world applications .

MFCs use bacterial metabolism to produce a current. In order to transport electrons from a usable substrate (typically

suggested as industrial effluent) through a circuit that eventually reduces a terminal electron acceptor, electrode-respiring

bacteria must be able to donate electrons to negatively poised electrodes . If a load is introduced to the

circuit, the generated bacterial current can be used for work. Bacteria can breathe or accumulate charged electrodes in a

variety of ways, including by direct respiration via extracellular or outer-membrane proteins, mediator-based respiration

via endogenous or exogenous mediators, and mediator-based respiration via endogenous or exogenous mediators. This

entry’s focus is on the investigation of the bioelectricity mechanisms in microbial fuel cells as well as their optimization for

scalable and up-scaled bioelectricity production. In a microbial fuel cell, electricity is only produced if the whole process is

thermodynamically favorable . Gibbs free energy, which is measured in Joules, can be used to analyze the reaction .

This is a measure of the most work that can be carried out because of the reaction and is calculated as follows:

Given that Q = nF, n is the number of electrons per reaction mole, Q is the charge transferred in the reaction represented

in Coulomb (C), and F is the Faraday constant, (9.64853 × 10  C/mol) . Hence, there are:

This model above simplifies to the following model, which is useful because it is positive for a favorable reaction and

instantly generates a value of the E  for the reaction . The MFC voltage is capped by this Emf, but due to various

potential losses, the actual potential from the MFC will be lower:

2.1. Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) Principle and Anatomical Mechanisms

MFCs use bacterial metabolism to generate electricity. Electrode-breathing microorganisms that can donate electrons to

negatively positioned electrodes transfer electrons from, typically, wastewater via a circuit that oxidizes the catholyte. If a

load is presented to the circuit, the bacterial current can be used for work. Bacteria can breathe or populate with charged

electrodes in a variety of ways, such as directly via extracellular or outer-membrane proteins, as well as via internal or

external mediators. 

In general, proton exchange membrane (PEM) and cation exchange membrane (CEM) refer to semi-permeable

membranes. Other porous separators can also be considered to allow the permselectivity of protons and ions . The

most commonly used CEM or PEM is Nafion from DuPont (Wilmington, DE, USA). Perflourosulfonic acid membranes can

also be considered but are limited due to their expensive nature in terms of the material of construction and its unfriendly

environmental waste issue. The CEM or PEM exudes a certain permselectivity, which only allows passage for protons, in

order to avoid the diffusion of trace amounts of oxygen into the anodic chamber. Frankly, the CEM or PEM serves as a

barrier to undesired active species during the electrochemical and biodegradation process of the anolyte to produce

bioenergy. In the anodic biofilm, the bacterial community mostly oxidizes the organic substrate’s organic compounds .

Due to the biodegradation process, electrons are discharged onto the anodic electrode and flow towards the cathodic

compartment through a resistor load wire material . Protons are released simultaneously with electrons in

the anodic chamber, allowing them to pass through the semi-permeable film known as a PEM. This layer only enables

protons to flow through and prevents oxygen from diffusing back into the anodic chamber. Protons migrate from the anode

to the cathode chamber during a process known as electrogenesis, which is enabled by the PEM or CEM specialized

membrane unit. As a result, the electrogenes are the viable active biomass cultures that release these electrons. This

process underpins the basic principle of establishing green technology relevant to the MFC. MFC technology is based on
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the straightforward change of waste biological substances in the form of biological power into electrical energy. This

biological conversion is ascertained in the presence of active electrogenes . 

Electrodes, separators, and electrogenes are the three main components of a standard MFC. Some carbon-based,

graphite-based, and metal-based electrodes have been recommended in previous studies. Carbon cloth, carbon paper,

carbon felt , graphite granules, carbon mesh , platinum, platinum black, activated carbon single, tubular, or a

design with many electrodes. Biocompatibility, stability, good electrical conductivity, and a broad surface area are all

desirable characteristics for these electrodes . The cathode can be exposed to air or other electron

acceptors such as permanganate, chromium hexacynoferate, azo dye, and so on . To maintain the chamber’s

cleanliness, a cation exchange membrane or a salt bridge has been utilized as a separator 

. While the microbial breakdown of waste materials provided as substrate generates bioelectricity, the

electromotive force formed between the anode and cathode chambers pushes electrons to run on the circuit 

.

2.2. Analysis of the MFC Compartments

The major components of a typical MFC unit utilized in the treatment of wastewater while producing energy are itemized

in Table 1. The essential aspects that have been studied are anticipated to highlight the most important factors to consider

while designing, constructing, and utilizing MFC prototypes for any given industrial application. The most prevalent

building materials, current market suppliers, and advantages and downsides of these components have all been

thoroughly analyzed in Table 1.

Table 1. Perspectives on Key Design MFC Components.

Component
Design
Parameters and
Material

Most Common
Electrode/Catalyst

Suppliers
and
Costs

Advantages Disadvantages Reference

ANODE-
ELECTRODE

Conductive
Material.

Bio-compatible.
Chemically

stable
metal, non-

corrosive; gold,
silver, nickel, s-

steel (304),
graphite, and

polycrystalline.

Copper, aluminum,
zinc, carbon, carbon

paper, carbon
brushes, graphene
electrode, graphite:

rods, plates,
granules, fiber, etc.

E-TEK and
Electro-

Synthesis
United Sates
of America

(USA)
GEE

Graphite
Ltd., (USA).
Dewsbury;

United
Kingdom,

(UK).
Morgan

Grinbergen;
(Belgium).

Alfer–Aeser
(Germany).

Generally in-
expensive

simple
materials,

e.g.,
graphite.

Porous.
Easy to
handle.

Large surface
area.

Allows
efficient flow
of electrons
through the

anode.
Permits
minimal

oxygen into
the chamber.

Poor biofilm
growth.

Poor electron
flow.

Recurrent
Biofouling on the

film.

CATHODE-
ELECTRODE

Bio-compatible.
Chemically

stable
metal/alloy, non-

corrosive.

Copper, aluminum,
zinc, carbon, carbon

paper, carbon
brushes, graphene
electrode, graphite:

rods, plates,
granules, fiber, etc.

Low-cost for
O  but

expensive
for catalyst
catholyte,

e.g., Pt, etc.

Lower
potential.
Greatly
impacts
power

generation in
MFC.

Insufficient re-
oxidation.
Expensive
chemical

acceptors.
Catalyst catholyte
activity drops over

time.
Problems with

binder for
catalyst.
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Component
Design
Parameters and
Material

Most Common
Electrode/Catalyst

Suppliers
and
Costs

Advantages Disadvantages Reference

PEM/CEM Ultrex CMI-7000 Nafion 112/115/117

DuPont USA
Aldrich and
Ion Power

Highly
Expensive

Permeability
to Protons

External
Biofouling

Internal Biofouling
Costly

Upscaling and
practical

application
Problems

MFC
Catalyst

Ferricyanide,
Pt catalyst

Pt catalyst.
Ferricyanide.

Permanganate
Solution.

Synthesis in
local

chemical
suppliers.

Boost the
conductivity

of either
anolyte or
catholyte.
Acts as a

viable
electrolyte.

Expensive for
commercial-scale

applications.
Complex disposal
procedures due to

being
environmentally

unfriendly.

2.2.1. Anode Chamber

The anode chamber acts as sort of the only anaerobic zone of any typical MFC bioreactor. The succinct biodegradation

and flow of electrons from the complex sourced substrate to the external biofilm of the anodic electrode transpires here.

For increased power generation, there is a need for properly cultured and well screened and selected active electrogenes,

which are the source catalyst for the electrogenation process in this chamber. A properly operated and well-commissioned

anode chamber will definitely result in an optimized overall potential difference in the MFC unit, hence upscaling the

production of bioelectricity within this technique. In any case, one has to investigate the basic contributing factors towards

the scaling-up of electricity production within an MFC in this chamber . These factors may include the flow of electrons

from the anode to the cathode chamber, hence resulting in smooth and improved potential difference, and the microbial

activity rate mechanism of this chamber. The microbial respiratory principles are monitored and effective in the anode

chamber. The pH medium and the effect of temperature have a much more impactful contribution in this chamber of the

MFC unit. Precisely for efficient MFC unit scaling-up towards the production of increased power densities, the anode

chamber has to be properly designed with effective materials, design layout, and mechanical configuration, and the

solution chemistry for the microbes or electrogenes in this chamber has to be properly observed.

The sequence of existing augmentations with total inner surface area is as follows: (i) carbon felt, (ii) carbon foam, and (iii)

graphite, according to . There have not been any studies done on the long-term effects of biofilm formation or

particles in the flow on any of the above surfaces. Manganese, Mn (IV) and Iron, Fe (III) were included, and covalently

bonded neutral red was used to mediate electron transport to the anode . In order for the anode to produce

electrons, microbes are crucial. Due to the effectiveness of substrate oxidation and its impact on microbial activity rates,

the structural and basic properties of the anode have a major impact on MFC efficiency . One of the most

important factors affecting MFC performance is anodic microbial electron flow, which improves the rate of microbial

electron transfer utilizing a variety of practical techniques and modifies the electrode and cell design . As a

result, anodic electrodes are essential parts of an MFC and play a vital role in improving its effectiveness. Therefore, when

establishing a standard anode in an MFC, appropriate anode materials should be considered. It should have a big surface

area and be inexpensive, noncorrosive, and highly conductive, as shown in Table 1 .

The most typical anode material, as shown in Table 1, is carbon-based and includes metal electrodes as well as graphite

rods, felt, brushes, and fibers. Due to their low cost, simple operation, and high pore stability, carbon-based electrode

materials (plates or rods) are crucial components for anode electrodes . Due to their large surface area and porosity,

compact materials such as carbon-based electrodes are promising for the development of biocompatible and active

microorganisms that can viably produce energy from complex substrates . Carbon felt and carbon brushes have higher

overall power outputs of 2437 and 2110 mW/m  (90% COD elimination) . Several studies on the suitability of

anode materials have demonstrated and proved that improvement in MFC performance can be accomplished primarily

through a highly porous structure. Despite the fact that carbon-based materials are commonly used as an anode,

nitrogen-pre-treated carbon electrodes can achieve even higher power densities . Corrosion resistance and cost-

effectiveness are vital aspects of metal-based electrode materials . Various types of anode materials are alternatives,

especially carbon-structured electrode materials 

.

2.2.2. Cathode Chamber
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This compartment sort of acts as the final stage of the MFC electricity generation stepwise process. It is the last unit

operation section of the MFC technique. This chamber, as aforementioned in the above section, aids the completion of the

flow of electrons and completes the reduction of the treated wastewater towards basic cleaner effluent, free of high

organic or biodegradable pollutants and perhaps particulate or non-biodegradable pollutants with the aid of exogenous

mediums, e.g., permanganate solution. Although cathode electrodes have made significant strides, they still have

drawbacks such as high cost, surface toxicity of microbes, and insufficient re-oxidation, necessitating the routine

maintenance of the catholyte . These factors have led to research into more appealing materials to increase MFC

power output. Among these are materials with a carbon basis, metal oxides and complexes, and others. This solution

improves the electron reception of this chamber while treating inorganic contents from the complex substrate such as

phosphates and nitrates. A good cathodic chamber with optimized operation factors and proper configuration would assist

in upscaling the production of bioelectricity in the MFC unit.

The practice of oxygen cathodes is restricted for MFC designs that can stand low performance due to the comparatively

low oxygen acceptance rates of plain carbon and the associated significant overpotential. In saltwater, microbial

assistance for oxygen reduction on carbon cathodes has been shown . Stainless steel cathodes, which rapidly

decrease oxygen when aided by a bacterial biofilm, have also been reported to undergo microbial-supported decline.

Platinum (Pt) catalysts are commonly used for dissolved oxygen  or open-air

cathodes, enhancing oxygen reduction rates. The platinum load for the MFC can be retained as low as 0.1 mg/cm  to

reduce costs . Platinum’s long-term strength needs to be further examined, and new types of low-cost catalysts are still

needed. MFC cathodes made of pyrolyzed iron (II) phthalocyanine have recently been recommended as noble-metal-free

catalysts .

In numerous studies, carbon-based cathode electrodes have assisted in= significantly advancing high catalytic activity

and performance. One investigation on heteroatom-doped carbon, for instance, showed significant cathodic performance

(1328.9 mW/m ) that was comparable to the traditional catalyst Pt/C utilized in cathode cells (1337.7 mW/m ) . It has

been suggested that cathodes made from carbon fiber cloth, polyvinylidene fluoride, and the catalysts Mn, O, Fe, and C

could serve as cathode-viable electrodes for wastewater treatment, with low operating costs and appropriate removal

efficiency. According to research, 90% of the COD, 80% of the ammonium, and 65% of the total phosphorous were

successfully eliminated . A study carried out in a stacked MFC with a fed-batch operating time of 48 h successfully

removed 97% COD from the wastewater while achieving a maximum power density of 1.7 W/m . Granular activated

carbon (GAC) compact electrodes were utilized in the experiment . Remarkable MFC performance was attained when

graphite plates were used in both electrodes, resulting in a power density of 1771 mW/m  . Additionally, 90% oxidative

removal of tetracycline hydrochloride by reactive oxygen species was achieved using incapacitated GAC on the cathode.

There has been a lot of attention on carbon and metal nanoparticles with novel combinations and varied dimensional

structures . A thorough study was conducted on the utilization of a bio-cathode to remove carbon and nitrogen while

also generating electricity .

2.2.3. Cation Exchange Membrane (CEM)/Proton Exchange Membrane (PET)

This section acts as the rudimentary passage to the precise protons that are released during the reduction of the

wastewater as the suitable substrate biodegrades and produces the viable electrons and protons in the process of

electrogenation. A CEM is required in mainstream MFC designs to partition the anode and cathode chambers. Natural

separation systems, such as sediment MFCs  and, particularly, fabricated single-compartment MFCs ,

are exceptions. The concept and implementation of ion exchange membranes are gradually rising, demanding more

broad and vital studies to measure the membrane’s impact on performance and lasting steadiness 

. Rossi et al.  studied the effect of an

anion exchange membrane (AEM) utilized to create a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) in an MFC, with the anode,

AEM, and cathode placed closely together to improve the movement of hydroxide ions from the cathode to the anode,

eliminate pH imbalances, and shorten electrode distance. The MFC produced 5.7 W/m  using a flow-through felt anode.

Due to the effects of localized pH on the performance of the electrode, MFCs may be restricted to low power densities.

The anodic biofilm’s acidification reduces the amount of current the bacteria can produce, and the oxygen reduction

reaction’s increase in cathode pH lowers the potential of the entire cell. In light of the aforementioned facts about some

aspects of ion exchange membrane technology, it can be concluded that most MFC applications can achieve practical

scale-up power by using this technology, which is better suited for high power densities and more compatible with the

thermodynamics of bioenergy production by active bacterial species with few restrictions.
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2.3. Summary of Challenges and Improvements of Electrode Materials of Construction towards
Scaling Up

The procedure, application, and general design of the CEM/PEM membranes and electrodes largely affect the overall

performance and cost-effectiveness of the MFC system. The performance of MFC can be enhanced by using efficient

electrode materials. This is such that activation polarization losses in a fuel cell might vary depending on the anode

materials employed. Evaluating an effective electrode material is one of the biggest difficulties for the MFC to operate as

an affordable and accessible technology . As such, both in anode and cathode configurations, Pt and Pt electrodes

outperform carbon and graphite-based electrodes, despite being much more expensive . Studies reveal that the

least resistant electrode materials are the most effective, so it is vital to measure their resistance power in order to select

the most effective electrode materials . The ideal electrode material, applicable to both anode and cathode, should be

non-flammable, conductive, non-fouling, and affordable. In large-scale applications, adopting a high-efficiency electrode

material such as platinum is not economically viable and perhaps impractical, according to the literature and

aforementioned sections [18. As a result, current MFC research has shifted focus towards improving the overall

fabrication, installation, and operational cost-effectiveness of this system with commercially viable electrodes and

membranes in overall a more feasible and realistic operation methodology of this technique. Wei et al. 

concentrated on the significance of the high conductivity and mechanical strength required for effective electron transport

in the realm of material properties. To increase bacterial adherence, the electrode’s surface area needs to be augmented

and alienated into several different conformations . The literature claims that a nanoparticle-modified electrode

produces more power than a regular electrode .
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